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17. A pack of wild dogs came to the spot of the depression

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT – 3

Std-VI (AN)

ENGLISH-I

I. Choose the correct Synonyms:

Marks-75
Time:2½Hrs

because they caught the scent of boar in the wind.
B. Answer in paragraph:

1x5=5

5X1=5

Refer NOL

1. d. called.

C. Annotations:

2. a. moved hands and feet around.

19. a. The harvest was meager during the month of summer.

3. c. absorbed

3x2=6

b. A poor farmer had to travel far to get water for his crops.

4. b. not deep

20. a. It rained for three days and three nights.

5. a. the outer areas of a city.
B. Choose the correct Antonyms:

b. The earth absorbed the water as the hungry puppy laps up
5x1=5

6. c. uncomfortable

milk.
21. a. The priest came to bless the pond.

7. d. scattered

b. The poor farmer said to the rich farmer.

8. a. narrowed

Section „C‟

9. d. kind.

III. A Quote from memory:

10. c. livelihood

8 Marks

Refer Text Book

C. Frame sentences on your own:

2x1=2

B. Read the poetic lines and answer the questions given below:

On own

2x2=4
Section -B

II. Answer in short:

23. a. The poet describes the spring season as pretty, short and
5x2=10

13. The crowd gathered by the side of the pond to see the priest

sweet.
b. The line “when you can smell the grass” tells that the

blessing the poor farmer‟s fortune.
14. The hole in the ground collected the water that fell and the
grass grew well around its edges. The buffaloes came to eat the

garden is fresh.
24. a. The roads were muddy during Monsoon.
b. Monsoons and mangoes are the alliteration from the above

grass, widened into become a little waterhole.

lines.

15. The tiny bird searched for a place to lay her eggs and used

C. Answer in paragraph:

his/her claws to remove the stones from the depression.

25. Refer NOL

16. The rich farmer was always upset when things took place that
he was not invited to. After seeing the pond, the rich farmer
acquired the pond stating that it belonged to his hand.

1x5=5

Section – D
IV. A. Write True or False:

F. Write two lines about „Trees‟:
6x1=6

26. False
27. True
28. True
29. False
30. True
31. False
B. Fill in the blanks:

6x1=6

32. Big and wide
33. 3 days
34. wild boar
35. Thirsty
36. Autumn
C. Choose the correct answer:

5x1=5

37. b. claws
38. a. meagre
39. b. pit
40. a. boar
41. b. Verdant
D. Identify the speaker / character:

3x1=3

42. The rich farmer
43. Wild dogs
44. The poor farmer
E. Fill in the blanks with correct weather:
45. Sunny day
46. Rainy day
47. Windy day

3x1=3

General

(2)

